
Chat from Sunday October 24  - Closing Panel with Bernard Carr, Ruth E. Kastner, Mindahi 
Crescencio Bastida Munoz, Paul Tappenden and Jean-Francois Vezina 

Med: Aloha from Hawaii.... delighted to attend! 

David Bilyeu: Fundamentally I think we are here to create from the unique connection we 
individually have to Mind. We connect through intuition. 

Donna: Life (Consciousness) playing with Itself - ever new - ever fresh (Singularity playing as 
duality - good guys and bad guys alike). 

Donna: Interesting - Seems difficult to follow Tim’s reading vs when he speaks directly to 
everyone. 

David Bilyeu: It seems that in multiplicity of quantum theories, some are deterministic and 
some save free will. Is the many-worlds theory totally deterministic? 

Gary Goldberg: Trans-action includes ‘reciprocity 

Gary Goldberg: Which includes the real AND the imaginary solution of the wave equation… 

Gordon: One way of seeing it is to see it was a wave function (3 + 4i) going one way with its 
complex conjugate (3 - 4i) coming the other way in time.    

Gary Goldberg: Real = Yang ;  Imaginary = Yin.  These are the complementary aspects of the 
trans-action that is inherently reciprocal.  both the giver and the receiver are on the same 
level.  It relates to the Maori construct of ‘Utu’ of ‘reciprocity’ represented in the 
transactional interpretation as the ‘hand-shake’ that is inherent in the transaction…  Yes, 
there is an exchange with a forward part of the handshake and a backward part of the 
handshake that meet in the middle and each must accept the other fully… 

Ruth E Kastner: Hi Everyone, with regret I have to leave this dynamic conversation to give 
another talk in a few minutes. Feel free to contact me at ruthekastner@gmail.com or on 
Sutra for further discussion! Warm wishes to all, Ruth 

Gary Goldberg: Consciousness is not only what it feels like, but also how it relates to agency 
and will… 

Ruth E Kastner: P.S. Agree with Gary on the analogy between the transaction and Maori 
thought 

Gary Goldberg: Which the heart of the issue of ‘trans-action’ as the reciprocal encounter of 
two agencies between which there is an energetic exchange… 

Leili First: Thanks so much Ruth - I especially enjoyed your talk and contributions 

Ruth E Kastner: Thank you! 

Taylor Burton: Facebook also originated from a military program called Life Log, the purpose 
of which was/is to surveil (and control) each person. It is easily found upon searching. The 
"hot babe" thing is likely a puerile cover. The goal Full Spectrum Dominance makes 
individuation, cosmi-psyche integration, and ecology all the more vital as a personal ethos. 



Gordon: There are humans born with 90% of their brain matter missing, yet suffer no 
conscious impairments. Paramecium worms can reason and learn yet have no brain to speak 
of.   

Taylor Burton: Gordon, that is interesting. Never knew that about paramecia. 

Albertina Lourenci: Information is the highest form of energy 

JFV: Brane and brain are similar words.... 

Gary Goldberg: The mistake is the reification of the physical which is constructed for us by 
‘thought’ from our momentary experience as part of the ‘actuality instrument panel’ that 
we have evolved as relational creatures who are physically embodied.  The physical 
construction that thought gives us is an abstract ‘interface’, like the GUI of the computer, 
not the reality of the electrons in the microprocessor chip that are passing through various 
gates that are opening and closing…  it is the movement of electrons in silicon that is the 
reality of the computer, not the icons that we see on the screen which are being made up by 
the software interface…  but we are interacting with the icons on the screen, not the 
electrons in the silicon. 

Taylor Burton: JFV, kewl re: brane/brain. 

Taylor Burton: Gary Goldberg, excellent explanation. 

Albertina Lourenci: The bases of DNA that generate life are the same for a mosquito as well 
as for a human. The way they match and the number of bases is different . 

Gordon: *Information is not made of information (but of the form of matter) * Matter is not 
made of matter (but of energy) *Energy is not made of energy (yet it exists???). These are 
far more mysterious than even consciousness, as they all suffer from the fallacy of 
misplaced concreteness. Where we mistake the abstract for the concrete as A.N. Whitehead 
would put it.    

Taylor Burton: All this reminds me of the Seth material. 

Gordon: Which means the mind-body problem is hard to find since body dissolved into a 
process of shadows.  

Donna: Mis-identification (limited identification I am my name and form including contents 
of accumulated knowledge. However I Am that I AM  is Unlimited, Nameless, Formless, 
Immeasurable…hence ineffable (we could only meet to discuss the many limited 
viewpoints). Silence is the highest - Whole Comm-Union 

Gary Goldberg: Space-time itself is a construction of thought along with the things that are 
placed within it…but the reality is that “There is more than ‘this’” where ‘this’ is the word 
rep of ‘Haecceity’…  the ‘thisness’ that thought places on the focal ‘fragments’ of our 
experience that pulls us away from the global picture which is the relational reality… 

Gordon: For the Multiverse structure to work it has to be more than the sum of it's parallel 
universes.   



Marie-France Lepage: A water drop becomes a sweet spring, river, lake, salted ocean, rain, 
iceberg at a given moment, but does it not remain water? Consciousness "uses us" as we 
"use it" in our unique and our collective experiences... 

Gary Goldberg: The issue is conscious agency in the context of trans-action…  relationship 
with Alterity, with non-Self, with Other.  Communication is our Reality.  There is no ‘Me’ 
without a ‘You’….  yes everything is all in the context of the relational…  that is our reality…  
we are each in continuous reciprocal relationship with Other… 

Niels Hoffmann: Computers are good at simulations. Also simulating the mind and Pysics. 
See my transport mind powerpoint. This is P=NP-complete. 

Gordon: True but they are born out of human conscious thought  

Taylor Burton: Unity not uniformity. 

Gary Goldberg: That is NOT consciousness, that is human META-consciousness… 

Gordon: Mindahi 'Being there AND not being there at the same time' like a rainbows both 
there and not there at the same time.   

Gordon: Yes unity not uniformity  

JFV: We need a higher levele of I and eyes... like we are a radio telescope of the cosmos:) 

JFV: The fly has a lot of eyes..... 

JFV: Can we share our eyes to see the newspaper before it will hit us ? 

Gordon: Martin Buber said we move from I-it (subject object) to I-Thou (subject subject) to 
superject.  

Donna:  At the highest level and ALSO the deepest substratum all is One - This middle 
dimension is can be under pressured (like a vice) Diamonds are made under pressure… 

Taylor Burton: Gordon, yes, Buber's "I and Thou" comes to mind. 

Gordon: If we look to I thou with other and the universe we may treat the earth in a more 
sensitive way  

Taylor Burton: Meditation helps to expand and fine-tune our radio telescopes! (stating the 
obvious) 

Gordon: Indeed  

Kimberly Chapple: I love what you just said there, Shantena, everything. Thank you. It was 
also really nice seeing you on the Humanity’s Team broadcast a couple weeks ago. This was 
a great session today. Kind regards 🌻 

Gary Goldberg: Meta-consciousness is unique to the human and is inherently associated 
with languaged thought…which allows us to reflect on what it is like to be a conscious 
organism…  Meta-consciousness leads us to falsely believe that we are the only conscious 
beings…  Obviously that is Not true.  Everything is conscious and capable of agency in the 
context of the temporal continuum which is the foundation of reality.  Each different 



organism has its own internal clock that operates at a different subjective ‘clock rate’ 
related to its rate of metabolism which leads to a ‘digitalization’ of time into separate 
segments…  but real time is ‘analogue’ and is a continual flow…  a fundamental continuum 
into which the organism ‘wades’ resulting in ‘turbulence’ in the flow of time… 

Gordon: Multiverse doesn't get away from the problem of initial condition for you have to 
ask well how did that possibilities space unfold? 

Gordon: Beingness or existence while fundamental and universal 'is' not a being, for it can 
neither be quantified nor qualified. Nevertheless we must presuppose this irrational or non-
rational notion if we are do to any science.   

Gary Goldberg: As Schopenhauer pointed out the issue is not consciousness per se, it is 
‘Will’ or ‘Volition’ which is inherently related to ‘Agency’.  And it is agency which gives the 
entity the capacity to engage in a web of relational meaning which hinges on ‘trans-action’ 
between entity and non-entity which is inherently reciprocal. 

Gordon: By non-entity you mean process? 

Gary Goldberg: From the pragmatic perspective, the issue is not perception as much as it is 
choice and action which makes mutual ‘trans-action’—ie. reciprocal communication—  it is 
the interaction between ‘self’ and ‘other’ that is the transactional process, which is the 
relational reality… 

Gary Goldberg: Gordon, non-entity is ‘externality’—that which is Other. 

Gordon: Ah I see 

Gary Goldberg: So the process is the ‘between 

Gary Goldberg: The process of trans-action... 

Gordon: Right that makes sense 

Gordon: The entities being the abstraction of this process 

JFV: The cosmos search to undrestand and experience itself ? 

Gordon: or from this process 

JFV: Understand and upperstand:) 

Gary Goldberg: Which is why I am so fascinated with Ruth’s version of the transactional 
interaction…  yes, Gordon, an entity is just an ebb in the process that appears to be a static 
‘thing’…  which is an illusion… 

Gordon: Indeed 

Donna: If what I think I am is conceptual (conceived - produced by thinking). With an added 
sense of “needing to survive” (fear). We never stop to see what a foolish mistake we’ve 
made by assuming I am this character and I need to survive. If these are deceptive, who are 
we. Without the conceptual identity and without the need to survive.  Would I stop 
believing? Could I stop believing? When? 



Albertina Lourenci: Metaphor and metonymy are the most important language figures to 
advance thought. Yet to compare individuals to drops in the ocean is to go to lengths to 
arrogance of the mind. 

Gary Goldberg: We are each effectively ‘whirlpools’ that are illusory stationary beings…  just 
as those entities that we take as ‘things’ are just changing relatively slowly in relationship to 
their surround.  Everything is continually in motion…and everything is connected to 
everything else…through the process of ‘trans-action’  which is what the wave equation is 
telling us… 

JFV: For Jung, we are a question..... 

Annette Shaked: ...a million thanks John, for reseeding Mindahi's words into our collective 
space! 

JFV: A Question Quest.... A Quantum Question.... 

Gordon: Beingness or existence is mystery  

Annette Shaked: "we live in mystery", "thinking from the I to the We", "we are a projection 
of other beings", "we cannot just be individuals" 

Gary Goldberg: We cannot afford to stop asking questions…  what we should not do is put 
obstacles in the way of inquiry…  Inquiry is a process of communal growth…  We don’t want 
dogma that we are not allowed to question… 

Diane Mcleod: Spirit wants us to be aware of all these questions for going toward 
consciousness. Whether you are listening or not is up to you. 

Angelita Valencia Borbón: Dancing in the ballroom of our questions 

Sharon Landes: There's the question that has a built-in or preceding point of view and then 
there's a question that is essentially 'wonder.' 

Diane Mcleod: Thank you, everyone. Spirit is in everything. 

Angelita Valencia Borbón: Questions are a strategy to control and direct the conversation. 

Donna: Everyone’s answer is correct coming from the level of consciousness in which they 
may be accessing at any given time.  All is sacred if one considers the source. 

JFV: In the Tv Show Merlin, there was this quote...." Merlin, you are a question that has 
been never asked...." 

Gordon: Feynman said if you think you understand quantum physics you don't understand 
it, this was used by some to bully students into just shut up and calculate.  

Gary Goldberg: The issue is dealing with the issue of ‘fixating belief’… and also experiencing 
‘doubt’…  there will always be ‘doubt’ and always a process of addressing it in the attempt 
to fixate belief…  but there will always be some fundamental axioms upon which our 
philosophy is founded…  our metaphysics.  But we must also be questioning that foundation 
as well which is recognizing that even our metaphysical assumptions are subject to scientific 
questioning… 



Gary Goldberg: That is the purpose of our right hemisphere and why it is the ‘Master’  
Because it allows us to live in the context of uncertainty without experiencing immobilizing 
anxiety… 

JFV: Maybe the... Other dimension are not higher or lower... But inner.... In the Movie 
Contact by Carl Sagan, Ellie discover the code to built a space-time machine in the gate 
between the 3 and the 4 of the prime number of Pi..... 

JFV: Between rational and irrational numbers 

Lloyd Hansen: “God” seems to be an unacceptable problem for many Western scientists 
because they conceptualize God as a being, God made in the image of man. Atheistic 
Eastern philosophies and Indigenous spirituality have no such problem. 

Albertina Lourenci: Soul has nothing to do with right or left hemispheres. It has to do with 
chakra openings and so on. Artists are not more enlightened than physicists 

David Bilyeu: Mystery leads us to the experience of awe 

Angelita Valencia Borbón: Thank you Jena for creating the opportunity for the Indigenous 
Scientist to speak for himself. 

Gordon: Could a lack of dimension be a dimension in itself? David Bohm had spacetime 
emerge from a deeper a-local process of pre-space holomovement.  

Gordon: Physics only talks about the extrinsic relations of interactions and process not the 
intrinsic nature of such things or process.  

Gary Goldberg: Space-time is a framework of the ‘Explicate Order’ but not present in the 
Implicate Order which is fundamentally nonlocal. The implicate order is a relational realm of 
possibility that is pure vibration, out of which the explicate, including space-time, actualizes 
into physicality… 

Donna: Free Guy also ends in such a beautiful way that it the changes the entire movie you 
just watched. 

Taylor Burton: Per one of my grad school instructors, Christopher de Quincey: The parts of 
humans (organs, cells, molecules, atoms, etc.) are INTERNALLY RELATED, whereas the parts 
of machines are externally related. In other words, the parts of a machine are related to 
each other exclusively through exchanges of physical energy (i.e., mechanism). That is not so 
for the relationships between the "parts" of an evolved organism. In this case, along with 
external physical relatedness, organisms and their parts are related through meaning — i.e., 
non-physically through consciousness (that's what internal relatedness means—the being of 
one is partly constituted by the being of whatever it is related to)."consciousness is the 
intrinsic ability of matter/energy to know, feel, and purposefully direct itself|" and that 
"consciousness knows, energy flows"—i.e, CONSCIOUSNESS IS NON-PHYSICAL AND 
OPERATES THROUGH SHARING OF MEANING;  whereas machines, being physical, operate 
through exchanges of energy and data (mechanism)." 

Gordon: The implicate order appears non-local but its actually a-local (non-space non-
temporal) 



Dale McDonald: Are movies then consciousness’s pioneer…? 

Taylor Burton: ̂ ^^ Regarding internal relatedness, consciousness, meaning, purpose, 
intention 

Albertina Lourenci: The unity of religion art and science urges! 

Diane Mcleod: Music too 

Gordon: Check out F. David Peat's Creative Suspension & Gentle Action (Delocalized action).    

Donna: What if there is nothing wrong 

Gordon: Thank you  

Leili First: Thank you Pari Center and all the wonderful presenters! and participants! 

Gary Goldberg: Love it…  a heart-to-heart transaction has transpired… perhaps that is 
something we may all choose to seek… to communicate at a deep level about our shared 
existence…  which is now in profound jeopardy… 

Taylor Burton: And the heart brain is a whole nuther amazing revelation. 

Dale McDonald: Thank you, inspired presenters, and awesome receivers…and YOU, Pari 
Center, for all that you do 

Gordon: Thanx Bernard  

Gordon: Yes we got to get back to the Village of Pari again  

Albertina Lourenci: Hope soon there will be more Pari center zoom meetings! Really 
rewarding 

Gary Goldberg: Want to also be sure to thank Ruth for her contribution to this course…   
thank you Jena… 

Alan Malby: Thank you Pari Center, panellists and everyone especially for the different 
perspectives that add so much and open things up. 

Taylor Burton: Looking forward to next meeting! 

Gordon: Thanks everyone xxx 

Taylor Burton: Thank you! 

Gary Goldberg: Next year in Pari! 

Todd Bureau: Until next! 

Dale McDonald: And Eleanor!!! 

Gordon: Eleanor!!! 

Gordon: Bye 


